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Creative workers frequently turn to online critique communities for feedback on their work. While past
research has focused primarily on how to yield better feedback from providers, less is known about the
strategies feedback seekers use to engage providers and request feedback. We present two studies to explore
the feedback exchange dynamics between feedback requesters and providers in the subreddit community,
r/design_critiques. In Study 1, we interviewed 12 community members and found that while creators have
strategies to request feedback, they expressed uncertainty about whether and how to include details about
the design context, personal background, and specific feedback needs. In Study 2, through a mixed-method
analysis, we identified how specific request strategies impact the quantity and quality of community feedback,
and found several key, but undervalued strategies: signaling as a novice, critiquing one’s own design, and
providing design variants. These strategies led to better community response, but were rarely used. We offer
design implications around how to leverage these insights to improve online feedback exchange platforms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Seeking feedback online has become increasingly common and important for creative workers,
especially those with limited access to formal feedback resources [20, 29]. Creators often post
their creative work to public online communities to seek opinions and suggestions from strangers
[7, 35, 42, 55]. Compared to formal feedback exchanges that occur in classrooms and workplaces,
some argue that online communities can provide “more equal, collaborative, and interactive” [35]
critique since it averts the traditional power dynamics between seekers and providers. However,
feedback exchange in the wild is also unstructured. Often, the whole community can see feedback
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requests as an open call. No one is guaranteed to get feedback, let alone high-quality feedback
[55]. Prior research indicates that seekers often face social-psychological challenges when seeking
feedback [20]. Novice designers, in particular, often feel apprehensive about even sharing their
work for feedback online [42].

Prior studies of social Q&A and professional development communities have indicated that
people generally get more help from online communities when their requests are concise and
exhibit positive emotion [32, 43]. However, we know less about the strategies used by creators to
solicit design feedback or how the community responds to such requests. Unlike health-support
networks or professional development help-seeking, online critique communities offer a unique
context to study feedback exchange where creators share their work-in-progress and solicit input.
Specifically, how do feedback seekers motivate providers to invest time and effort in critiquing their
work? How do these feedback request strategies affect the quality of feedback? This paper extends
prior work on help-seeking and online feedback exchange by identifying and evaluating practices
that creators use to seek feedback on creative work. As suggested by Foong et al.’s framework [20],
we begin by seeking to understand feedback request strategies — as well as their pros and cons — in
a real online community where we can study a range of naturalistic, end-to-end feedback exchange
activities. Equipped with a better understanding of the practices, challenges and opportunities of
feedback seeking, we discuss the implications for systems designed to support feedback exchange.

To better understand feedback exchange in the wild, we conducted two studies within a large and
active open online critique community dedicated to design, r/design_critiques subreddit, 1 which
has been active since 2013 and includes some 25k requests for feedback. We chose this community
because it allows us to observe a range of feedback interactions performed by users with different
levels of experience levels across a variety of design genres.
In Study 1, we interviewed 12 community members to understand the particular strategies

creators use to petition for feedback. We learned that many seekers were uncertain about how
to best request feedback: what aspects of design context to include, whether to include personal
information, and how best to convey specific feedback needs. Based on these insights, in Study 2,
we iteratively developed a qualitative coding scheme to analyze how request strategies affect the
feedback provided by the community. We manually coded a random subset of 900 feedback requests
from a six-year period of community activity (150 posts per year) for the presence of specific request
strategies. Then we created a regression model to investigate the effects of these strategies on the
quantity, length, timeliness, actionability and justification of feedback. This analysis indicates that
certain strategies, such as signaling one’s newbie status, critiquing one’s own work, and offering
design variants to compare, generally yielded a response that was more actionable or justified from
the feedback community. While these strategies led to better responses, they only appeared in a
small portion of feedback requests (6%, 22% and 11%, respectively). Findings from both studies
suggest implications for future feedback systems.

This paper offers the following contributions to the CSCW community: 1)We extend the literature
on online feedback exchange by shedding light on the strategies creators use to request feedback
from an open critique community. 2)We conduct two empirical studies, including an interview study
that revealed that many seekers have uncertainty about their request strategies, and a qualitative
coding and regression analysis that unpacked the relative importance of these strategies. 3) Finally,
building on these findings, we propose design implications for improving systems to support online
feedback exchange.

1https://www.reddit.com/r/design_critiques
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2 RELATEDWORK
Feedback exchange is an important practice for improving design work and other creations. In
project-based learning, feedback not only improves creative work, but also extends both the creators’
and the feedback providers’ domain knowledge and creative skills [1, 12, 17, 49]. Feedback seeking
is also considered a crucial component of self-regulated learning [5, 48], where creators actively test
out their work with target audiences. However, in many learning contexts, instructors can struggle
to give every student timely and personalized feedback [3]. Many instructors have adopted peer
feedback methods [39] but have noted that peers often lack the experience to provide meaningful
feedback like experts [23, 31, 56].

2.1 Systems to support feedback at scale
To help address the growing demand for feedback, the HCI community has offered a number of
novel research systems designed to facilitate critique between peers or from an external crowd.
Peer feedback systems for classrooms and MOOCs have focused on scaffolding feedback providers
with rubrics [40] and prompts [53], reusing feedback from experts [46], and having peers compare
multiple submissions [6]. However, research indicates that students often get fatigued and raise
questions of fairness when engaging in peer feedback exchange [40]. To avoid some of these
issues, some researchers have explored the potential of tapping into online crowds to produce
feedback for learners. Systems to support crowd feedback have focused on guiding the crowd —
who are typically not experts in design — to generate effective feedback through a variety of means,
including offering micro tasks [56], embedding domain knowledge (e.g., visual design wisdom) as
pre-authored critique statements [41], evaluating feedback using algorithms [37] and leveraging
experts’ inputs [62].

While most research systems strive to scaffold feedback providers — typically for peers or crowd
workers — few focus on supporting seekers to appropriately frame requests for feedback. Foong
et al. offer a theoretical framework on online feedback exchange that describes the key socio-
psychological factors that affect interactions between feedback seekers and providers [20]. The
framework argues that seekers need more support throughout the feedback exchange process,
including at the onset, to help them feel confident enough to make a request and to effectively
communicate intent to providers [20]. Akin to Foong et al., the learning science literature suggests
that feedback seekers in classrooms need to invest effort in crafting a message to solicit feedback,
in order to draw attention from providers [22, 45].

While it is clear that feedback solicitation plays an important role in open critique communities,
less is known about what strategies people use and what challenges people face when seeking
feedback. To better understand the practices, challenges, and opportunities of feedback seeking, we
analyzed a large, distributed, unstructured open critique community and explored how creators
solicit feedback and how different solicitation strategies affect feedback. Insights from this nat-
uralistic feedback setting can inform practices for existing online communities as well as future
systems that support end-to-end feedback exchange.

2.2 Seeking feedback in online communities
Online critique communities provide an opportunity to study feedback exchange in the wild.
Despite recent innovations on peer feedback and crowd-feedback systems (e.g., [40, 41]), many
creators turn to online communities for feedback, in part due to limited access to formal feedback
resources, like course instructors and teaching assistants [15, 29]. Creators often publicly present
their work in online forums and obtain feedback from distributed providers with similar interests.
These communities help creators reach a wider audience [42, 55] and obtain encouragement from
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diverse providers [7]. Some argue that online communities, compared to other feedback exchange
contexts, enable more equal, collaborative and interactive exchanges and focus more on process
rather than outcome [35, 60].
However, creators also face many challenges when trying to obtain feedback from online com-

munities [20]. Since feedback requests are visible to the whole community, novices creators often
feel anxious about sharing early-stage work and self-conscious about their abilities [11, 33, 34, 42].
While creators have expectations about the quantity and quality of feedback, the resulting feedback
is often too little, arrives too late, and fails to provide concrete suggestions for improvement [55].
Many online critique communities lack details about the expertise of feedback providers that could
help seekers trust and assess the relative importance of different points of feedback [30, 60].
Although these past studies have revealed limitations on the outcomes of online feedback

exchange, little is known about the solicitation process, that is, how creators communicate with
feedback providers about their work and their expectations of feedback. Researchers have started
exploring how different types of guiding questions (such as prompting people to brainstorm,
critique, improve, and share stories) affect feedback exchange in classrooms [10] and how guidance
on critique influences feedback in controlled experiments [27]. However, we know less about how
seekers generate prompts for feedback and how the prompts affect providers in more naturalistic
settings. This paper focuses on investigating the social dynamics of online critique communities
and the strategies seekers use to engage providers.

2.3 How help-seeking requests affect community response
In other online help-seeking contexts, such as crowdfunding and social questioning and answering
(Q&A) forums, studies have shown that the request itself can have a big impact on the community’s
response. For example, language in help requests that exhibit positive emotions typically yields
more positive help from online members [43]. Polite and concise introductory messages recognizing
shared social connections are more likely to solicit help from experts [32]. Studies on social Q&A
sites show that questions edited by human mentors to fit community norms will result in more
and higher quality answers [21]. Respondents tend to have different perceptions of the quality
of a question based on its rhetorical type (e.g., asking for advice or asking for information) [25].
Non-textual features, such as the length of a question, can be used to predict whether people will
respond [57]. All these studies show that strategies concerning the valence and framing of help
requests can affect whether and how help providers will respond.
While these studies provide key insights, it is still unclear how such help-seeking strategies

apply to creative contexts. On top of presenting an explicit help message and question, feedback
exchange usually requires additional information, such as design artifacts, sketches, or prototypes
[18]. One of the key challenges of online feedback exchange is the lack of shared context between
seekers and providers: providers may not know the background of the artifact, the seeker’s design
background, or the kind of feedback that will benefit the seekers the most [15]. Therefore, seekers
have to spend effort communicating the design context and their needs to a whole community
of potential feedback providers. We seek to extend the prior work on help-seeking strategies to
understand and support online feedback requests on creative work by unpacking how seekers
communicate their context and needs around design artifacts, and exploring how these strategies
affect feedback outcomes.

2.4 ResearchQuestions
Specifically, building on this backdrop of online feedback exchange and help-seeking, this paper
explores the following research questions:
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• RQ1: what information do community members consider important to present when request-
ing feedback and responding to others’ requests?

• RQ2: how do specific strategies for requesting feedback relate to the quality, quantity and
timeliness of feedback responses?

We explored RQ1 through an interview study with 12 diverse participants in r/design_critiques
to shed light on emerging strategies for requesting feedback. We investigated RQ2 through a
qualitative coding analysis to categorize and explore the prevalence of different request strategies.
Then, we apply a regression analysis to examine the relationship between specific strategies and
the resulting feedback.

3 EMPIRICAL SETTING
We chose to investigate the r/design_critiques subreddit2, which is part of Reddit.com, a general-
purposewebsite comprised of social news and discussion forums on different topics. This community
allows anyone to publicly share their work through text-based forum posts (and by including
embedded URLs to their work) and receive feedback in the form of public comments. Created in
2010, the community has been popular and active, with 45,557 followers as of the time of writing
this paper, and more than 3,500 new posts per year since 2013 (Fig. 2). The community is open to
all levels of members at no cost, allowing us to observe a variety of feedback practices. An example
thread of feedback exchange from the community is included in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Example thread of feedback exchange in r/design_critiques. The top post is a feedback request,
containing a title (bolded), a url to the design, and description. The request is followed by two comments,
which are feedback responses from two different feedback providers. To protect users’ privacy, we masked
the identities and slightly modified the wording in each post so they cannot be web-searched.

3.1 r/design_critiques as representative of feedback exchange around creative work
A number of features make this community an ideal site to study emerging feedback request
strategies. Notably, this community is dedicated to feedback exchange across a range of design
2https://www.reddit.com/r/design_critiques
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domains. Our analysis in Section 5.2 verified that members post a wide range of different design
artifacts, including web and mobile applications, graphic designs, physical prototypes, animations,
etc. We chose it over other communities that focus on specific design domains (e.g., UX design
[35]) because it gave us a chance to study feedback exchange across a wider range of design genres.
We recognized that, despite the plurality of its design genres, the community still largely revolves
around designs that have a visual component. Our findings and resulting implications may not
generalize to feedback exchange activities on all domains of design.
Furthermore, we chose this community because it is not a membership-based platform nor a

professional site for designers. Professional-oriented communities (e.g., dribbble.com) tend to be
used more for showcasing designs, resulting in rare instances of constructive feedback (usually just
praise) and less active contributions from novice designers [42]. r/design_critiques supports more
meaningful exchanges and feedback activities among all levels of users. Its community guidelines,
in particular, advocate supporting amateur designers to get feedback on works-in-progress. 3 With
all these unique features, r/design_critiques allows us to observe a range of feedback interactions
between users with different experience levels in a variety of design genres.

3.2 Community data collection
We collected and analyzed feedback exchange in r/design_critiques from six years of activity. We
used the Reddit API for Python to collect all the posts created after January 1, 2013 and before
October 4, 2018 and their associated comments and metadata in the r/design_critiques subreddit.
Reddit has a policy that posts will be “closed” to comments and edits after 180 days. 4 Our dataset
only includes posts that have been “closed” to activity; newer posts are still active and getting
responses, which could skew our results. While the community was founded in 2010, we only
analyze posts since 2013, when the community reached a stable level of posting activity, as shown
in Fig. 2. Since r/design_critiques only allows users to share designs through external URLs (no
embedded videos and pictures are allowed in posts), we excluded posts and associated comments
without any URLs (1.3% of the posts or 339 total), as those posts were likely not requesting feedback
on a design artifact. This helped to ensure our analyses focus on actual feedback requests, reducing
the risk of including false positives. We also removed all reply comments made by the post authors
themselves to focus on feedback from others in the community. This results in a dataset with 24857
posts (including a title, body, author, and date) and 98475 comments (body, author, and date).

3.3 Preliminary observation: less feedback per request over time
The community is generally active and responsive to feedback requests. Of all 24857 feedback
requests in this analysis, the majority (90.2%) received some feedback. On average, requests for
feedback received 4.0 pieces of feedback. Only 2438 (9.8%) requests did not receive any feedback
from the community (unanswered). During 2013 to 2018 (Fig. 2), the community was steadily active
with on average 4142.83 requests per year (sd = 448.5).

Despite the large number of requests, we found a continuous decrease in the amount of feedback
received by a single request on average over the six years as seen in Fig. 3. Compared to 2013, when
a request received 4.63 pieces of feedback on average, in 2018, a request only received 3.57 pieces
of feedback (a decrease of 23%). Furthermore, the percentage of unanswered requests each year
doubled from 7.24% in 2014 to 14.74% in 2018. Notably, there are no obvious changes in requesting
behaviors over the years: the length of requests and the percentage that include additional details
beyond a URL remained the same. All these changes point to the importance of developing strategies

3https://www.reddit.com/r/design_critiques
4https://www.reddit.com/r/help/comments/az320v/what_is_an_archived_post
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to petition for feedback within a community that is becoming steadily less responsive to feedback
requests.

Fig. 2. The r/design_critiques community started in
2010 and plateaued at around 4000 new posts per
year. Our analysis focuses on the years since the
initial growth period (in the orange frame).

Fig. 3. Average number of feedback responses per
request from 2013-2018. Seekers are getting less feed-
back over the years.

4 STUDY 1: COMMUNITY MEMBERS’ OPINIONS ABOUT REQUESTING FEEDBACK
To study how seekers compose feedback requests, we first interviewed 12 active members of
r/design_critiques. We focused on exploring RQ1 to understand what members regard as important
when requesting feedback and when responding to others’ requests.

4.1 Method
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 12 users (3 females, 9 males) who are active on the
r/design_critiques subreddit. We recruited them through purposeful sampling from users who have
posted feedback requests to the community. Each participant was compensated $20 for participating
in the study. Among the 12 participants, the average number of posts is 12.64 (min = 8, max =
23) and the average years of experience in this subreddit is 3.46 years (min = 0.5 years, max = 5
years). Our participants consist of 6 professional designers, 5 freelancers, and 1 student, of whom 4
self-reported as expert designers, 6 as intermediate designers, and 2 as novices in design. We report
more detailed characteristics in Table 1. All participants have both provided feedback to others
and requested feedback from the community. Most participants reported that they began using the
platform early in their design career due to a lack of feedback resources in real life. Over the years,
they moved from mainly posting requests to providing more feedback for other members in the
community.

Each interview lasted 30-60 minutes through either online conference calls or text-based synchro-
nous chat (as requested by 1 participant). Interview questions focused on participants’ experiences,
both for requesting and generating feedback in the community. Participants were asked to 1) reflect
on strategies of asking for feedback by reviewing their previous requests, 2) to recall previous
experience of providing feedback to others’ requests, and 3) to critique the most recent posts to the
community.
We followed a thematic analysis procedure to analyze the interview data. Three researchers

transcribed the interviews and then collaboratively constructed an affinity diagram to identify
common themes across interviews. In this process, they first annotated lines of transcripts with
notes for possible themes, then iteratively merged and synthesized a final set of themes, which are
presented in the interview results.
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Table 1: Profile of interview participants.

4.2 Results
In this section, we first reveal how creators in the community present contextual information and
convey needs in feedback requests, which we later compare and contrast with what they like to
see in feedback requests when playing the role of feedback providers.

4.2.1 Seekers often provide design (but not personal) details. Participants (9/12 — 9 out of 12
participants) usually prefer to provide some background information about their designs when
requesting feedback in the community, commonly what the design will be used for. They believe that
stating the purpose addresses the importance of the project, attracts attention from the community,
and indicates expectations for the depth and scope of feedback. One participant described how
they stated the purpose of a personal design practice as an album cover for an actual band in order
to make his project look important to the community:

“If you tell them I’m making this for fun, people don’t take it as seriously as an actual item that consumers
are going to see.” (P9)

Notably, this participant perceives only designs set for use in professional settings as important
and attention-grabbing in the community. On the contrary, participants (9/12) seldom talk about
themselves in the requests. A big concern regarding additional information, particularly personal
information, is that it may prevent them from receiving “general neutral feedback without being
influenced by my skill level or anything.” (P3) Exposing feedback providers to the feedback seeker’s
personal information may alter how they approach the feedback:

“(Personal information) changes the way that people frame the content in their mind. Instead of thinking
about the questions they are trying to answer and the quality of the work, they are thinking about ‘who is
this person?’” (P11)

Seeker’s disclosure of personal information such as demographics and experience level may
distract providers and create the potential for biased feedback.

4.2.2 Seekers prompt for specific feedback, yet still want comprehensive critique. When posting
designs in the community, some participants (6/12) will point to specific parts of the design
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that they need feedback on. They believe specific questions lead to helpful feedback by guiding
feedback providers to pay special attention to the parts of the design that need the most help. Some
participants talked about the strategy of “self-critique”, or critiquing their own design, with the
hope of guiding and eliciting thoughtful reaction from providers:

“(I’ll include) what I think some issues are, and what might be or might not be working. Because if you
were to just post an image with no content, nobody would know what they’re looking at or what they’re
supposed to be looking for.” (P3)

Conversely, others (5/12) believe in keeping their feedback request general to the community,
refraining from asking specific questions or pointing to any specific aspect of their design. They
believe that avoiding prompts “doesn’t rule out any ideas people might want to give” (P3), and
will lead feedback providers to express “natural first impressions” (P11). They hope that allowing
feedback providers to explore every aspect without any guidance or constraints will result in a
comprehensive evaluation of their designs by allowing people “to be able to maneuver within them
to create as much value as they think that they can.” (P2)

4.2.3 Seekers want expert feedback, but avoid explicitly requesting it. Participants generally desire
feedback from people with deep expertise in design (8/12). They want feedback from experts who
have the skills and capability to provide knowledgeable and reliable comments. They also believe
that people with more experience in the community can deliver their critiques in a more meaningful
and constructive manner:

“Constructive feedback usually comes from people who’ve been around a bit longer in the community and
also have a lot more experience themselves.” (P12)

However, despite this desire for experienced community members to critique their designs, none
of the participants would explicitly ask for expertise or experience in their request. Many expressed
how asking for expert feedback goes against community values that no one should be excluded
from presenting opinions:

“I hope to get an expert in the field, but I don’t say it in the post explicitly. That would be super rude to do
and would likely make the post heavily downvoted.” (P4)

Therefore, participants would not target a specific group in requests on the belief that this will
lower their chances of getting feedback. As a result, their feedback requests may not reach the
specific audience that could potentially give them the most effective input.

4.2.4 Providers wanted more contextual information. When providing feedback for others’ designs,
many participants (7/12) sought more details around the design context, including how the design
was made and the desired outcomes, so that they will be able to give more tailored and actionable
suggestions. Participants like to seek and give critiques in areas that they feel qualified to provide
feedback on, based on their own levels of confidence with their own design skills. As one participant
stated, “If I’m good at Illustrator and I see his issue with Illustrator, I can help him” (P8). Background
information, such as what techniques were used inmaking the design, can attract feedback providers
correspondingly.
Besides basic background, participants want to see the seekers’ rationale for design choices, in

order to provide more effective and justified feedback: “I need to see what their reasons are and
then counter-argue their reason if I’m going to apply my opinion” (P1). Also, participants want to
know the seeker’s thought process on the design in order to put themselves in the shoes of the
seekers:

“I just want to find what was this participant thinking while making this because I might want to go through
that process myself (when writing feedback)” (P8).

By looking into the other person’s thought process, participants project themselves into the
situation and imagine what direction they would like to go, thus generating more tailored feedback.
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4.2.5 Providers try to empathize with seekers. Participants discussed how they are more responsive
to requests that elicit empathetic emotion by containing personal experiences. Humanizing a post
contributed to a feeling of an increased connection to the seeker:

“It does help people empathize or at least see where you’re coming from. . . I think that if you describe who
you are, that lets people step into your shoes.” (P11)

Participants described how they are more receptive to self-proclaimed novice designers in
particular (5/12). Experienced participants relate back to their own experience as someone new to
the field and desperate for feedback. Giving feedback to novices is also easier for less experienced
members, because the feedback standard for novices is lowered by default. For example, P8, who
self-identified as a novice but slightly above a beginner’s level, is willing to provide opinions to
people who are “very early on,” because “that’s the kind of people I can help the most because
they’re close to my level.” (P8)

On the other hand, providers do adjust their feedback based on the proclaimed personal experi-
ence of the seeker. For example, more experienced providers may treat seeker who claimed to be a
novice with extra patience:

“If the post is from someone who’s kind of new, they’re not confident in their work, I’ll be a little more
positive and I’ll be less critical.” (P9)

In part, this confirmed the seekers’ concern about disclosing their personal status in requests:
providers do get influenced by what kind of person they are, and this bias will be reflected in
feedback.

4.2.6 Providers prefer specific, not vague feedback prompts. When giving feedback, participants
value specific feedback requests, while vague and broad questions are less preferable. Participants
like to see descriptions of specific design problems:

“A lot of people get a lot of super open-ended questions... What would create the most value for (them)?
What are some areas that they specifically want feedback on? I am much more prone to click on the specific
questions for sure.” (P2)

Often times, a design has multiple components. Participants like to have pointers to specific parts
of the design that need feedback because navigating through every aspect of the design requires a
lot of time and effort. This allows for more focused critique:

“People who will just post like, ‘critique my portfolio’, and the portfolio is 15 different things. It’s tough to
critique and it’s not defined [clearly] what they want.” (P8)

Participants prefer responding to feedback requests that contain specific and actionable tasks,
such as choosing between variations of a design:

“If someone just says, ‘please critique my website’, I probably won’t critique your website. If someone says,
‘what do you think about these two variations of a home feed?’ Then I’m like, sure, I’ll weigh in on that.” (P2)

By knowing exactly what is needed, feedback providers seem more willing to invest in someone
else’s design.

4.2.7 Providers avoid lengthy and complicated requests. When giving feedback, participants reported
that they spend as little as “10 to 15 seconds” (P1) processing information about the design and
decidingwhether theywill invest in giving feedback. Requests that appear complicated and rambling
at a first glance will deter feedback providers (8/12):

“I think it works better if you very quickly let people know what the logo is about instead of them having to
read six or seven lines of text to know what it’s about.” (P12)

Participants may, in fact, avoid responding to requests if they are not clear and easy to understand.
Manymentioned that well-structured requests with listed information help them obtain the essential
information quickly and stay focused.
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4.3 Study 1 Discussion
Through an interview study with 12 members of this subreddit community, we surfaced a set of
factors that members deemed important when requesting feedback and responding to requests.
Our analysis has uncovered four key tensions that seekers grapple with when requesting feedback:
1) how to present the design context, 2) whether to include personal details, 3) whether to request
specific or general feedback, and 4) whether to explicitly request expert input. Here we describe
each tension and unpack why participants feel uncertainty about the effectiveness of using these
strategies in an open critique community:

4.3.1 How to present design context. Both feedback seekers and providers expressed a need for
detailed design context (background and design rationale) in order to support effective feedback
exchange. This echoes prior literature that stresses the importance of shared context for supporting
effective online critique [15]. In particular, we found that while seekers focused more on the design
outcome (e.g., information on what the design should be), providers wanted more context around
the designer’s process. They appreciated information about how a design was made and the seeker’s
own reflection on design choices. Learning science research suggests that feedback about process
is more helpful than feedback about the outcome [26], but we found in practice, most seekers do
not describe their design process or provide process-related prompts as part of their request. While
rich information about design context is generally appreciated, lengthy descriptions may preclude
providers from engaging in the first place. This finding is corroborated by a design principle from
Kraut & Resnick (2012) [38], where a concise call for contribution will result in more compliance
from a community than a complex one, because most members of an online community do not
have the patience to comprehend a complex message. Therefore, tension exists between what and
how much context to provide that can lead to effective feedback.

4.3.2 Whether to include personal details. Although self-disclosure of academic and professional
background has been found to be common and helpful in a community where members seek advice
for career development or social support [36], we found that when seeking design feedback, people
prefer to de-emphasize their personal background. Participants expressed a desire for quality,
unbiased feedback and worried that revealing their identity and experience would detract from
focusing on the design. While our finding echos previous work that indicates social anxiety can
deter novices from even asking for feedback [42], we also heard that seekers worry about the
negative impact of disclosing personal details for fear of biasing providers. On the other hand,
from a provider’s perspective, participants wanted to see more information about the seeker in
requests, especially indicators of experience level, in part to emotionally connect with the seeker.
This perceived connection is important for motivational reasons [32, 38], since the community
operates on a volunteer model, and providers need an incentive to help out strangers.

4.3.3 Whether to request specific or general feedback. Several participants expressed concern about
scaffolding providers with specific instructions for feedback or including a critique of their own
design, worried that this might preclude more comprehensive feedback. Previous studies also show
that breaking down reviews into micro tasks can result in both positive and negative impacts on
feedback [27, 41]. On the other hand, from a provider’s perspective, participants talked about how
they prefer to respond to very specific requests, where seekers include an explicit task.

4.3.4 Whether to explicitly request expert input. Our interview participants expressed desire for
feedback from more experienced designers, hoping to get constructive, thoughtfully delivered
feedback. Prior work also found that getting the attention and commitment from specialists in
a large community with diverse design topics can be difficult [42, 55], even if they want to help.
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However, our participants also expressed concerns that explicitly requesting an expert would go
against community norms, as it seems to elevate opinions from some members over others.
Together these uncertainties indicate that community members have nascent strategies about

how to request feedback, but they are not certain how the strategies actually play out. Each strategy
may lead to feedback that is effective in some aspects, yet unsuccessful in other ways.

5 STUDY 2: HOW REQUEST STRATEGIES AFFECT COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Study 1 identified a set emerging themes of strategies for requesting feedback as well as uncertainty
around their perceived effectiveness. In Study 2, to further explore the prevalence and impact
of these strategies on the community’s critique behavior, we conducted qualitative coding and
prepared a regression analysis. We focused on exploring RQ2 to understand how request strategies
affect the quality, quantity, and timeliness of feedback responses. First, we qualitatively coded
strategies presented in request posts, building on the themes that emerged in Study 1. We then
conducted a regression analysis to study relationships between the request strategies and the
resulting feedback.

5.1 Method
5.1.1 Development of Coding Scheme. In order to create a dataset that would be pragmatic for
our team to analyze and yet sufficient for a detailed content analysis, we selected 900 posts from
the corpus of 24857 posts used in Study 1 by randomly sampling 150 posts from each year of the
6-year time span. Then, we manually deleted those that were unrelated to design feedback-seeking
or had invalid external links to designs. The remaining 879 posts (3.5% of total posts) and their
corresponding 3632 feedback comments served as the dataset for this analysis.
We iteratively developed a coding scheme that describes the feedback request strategies in the

community based on themes emerging from Study 1. Two researchers first independently looked
for strategies from 60 sampled posts, specifically on how feedback seekers communicate their
personal details, the context of the design, and prompts for guiding the feedback providers. Then
the two researchers got together to compare and discuss the strategies they identified, merged and
updated the definitions of some strategies, then re-coded the 60 posts again. They repeated these
steps for three rounds until they reached a high inter-rater reliability (Cohen’s Kappa >= 85%) on
coding all the strategies.
This iterative approach resulted in 7 strategies for feedback request (see Table 2): for including

personal details, we coded for whether request includes Signaling Novice status; for presenting
the design context, we coded for whether the request provides Description of design outcome,
Rationales for design choices, and Self-Critique on the design; for prompting for feedback, we coded
for whether the request presents Variants of a design for comparison, and gives either Specific
Pointers to focus the critique or General Prompts. We did not see requests for expert input in our
sample, so we did not code it despite uncovering this potential strategy in study 2. Table 2 shows
the description of the 7 strategies and example posts that use each strategy.
After identifying and coding strategies in the 60 posts, the two researchers then divided and

coded the remaining posts independently. All 7 strategies were binary-coded in each post for their
presence or absence. We also coded the type of design presented for feedback in each post (i.e.,
Websites, graphic design).

5.1.2 Regression Variables and Analysis. To investigate how the features of feedback requests
influence the resulting feedback, we built regression models with the binary-coded strategies as
independent variables (IVs). We also added the length of the request as a covariate in the model.
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Table 2: Coding scheme for feedback request strategies

As suggested by Q&A literature [58], the length of a question can affect the length and quality of
answers, so we controlled for the factor to help isolate the effects of request strategies.

We analyzed several features of the resulting feedback as dependent variables (DVs) and created
a different regression model for each. In this study, we consider the request posts as the unit of
analysis and assume all replies to a post contain feedback. We examined a range of surface features:
average length of feedback in characters, quantity of feedback (number of replies), and timeliness of
feedback as the waiting time for the first feedback (in hours). In addition, building on prior work,
we calculated two text-based content measures, actionability and justification. Actionable feedback
offers concrete suggestions for how to improve the design, while justified feedback backs up the
suggestions with evidence and reasoning. These two metrics are commonly used to evaluate design
feedback in prior studies [10, 37, 47, 51, 62], and also build on our interview findings in Study 1.
Descriptive statistics for the DVs are shown in Table 3.

Since we had 3632 feedback comments, we used a computational approach to evaluate feedback
actionability and justification, based on work by Krause et al. [37]. We calculate actionability based
on the extent the feedback provides directive and suggestive content, operationalized as the ratio of
non-indicative (command or suggestions) and indicative (only stating a fact) sentences determined
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the 5 DVs (per feedback request post). The unit of analysis is a post. Measures
of feedback length, actionability, and justification are the aggregated averages on all feedback comments
received by a post

Table 4: Example feedback replies with calculated scores for actionability and justification

by the pattern.en natural language toolkit.5 Justification is operationalized by calculating the ratio
of sentences containing words indicating reasoning (e.g., because) over all words in a comment [24].
We determined the aggregated average for both measures on all feedback comments for a particular
request post ranging from 0 (not actionable or justified at all) to 1 (most actionable or justified). In
Table 4, we provide some examples of feedback with different actionability and justification scores.

For our regression analysis, we used a Generalized Linear Regression with Gaussian distribution
and log link [2] for the continuous and lognormal DVs (including delta lognormal [19]): length of
feedback, waiting time, actionability, and justification. We applied a Negative Binomial regression
model for the count DV (quantity of feedback). We also analyzed the relationship between strategies
and the length of the request (Request Length in Table 5). In all the models, we included random

5https://github.com/clips/pattern
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effect variables for the year of the post and the type of design (web/mobile application, graphic
design, animation, physical design or other), as well as fixed effects for the binary values of the
codes. A correlation test indicated no obvious correlation (|r|<0.3) between codes, so we can assume
that all the codes influence the DVs independently.

5.2 Results
First, we summarize what kinds of design artifacts are most commonly posted to the community
for feedback. Web/mobile application and graphic design (poster, visual, logo, etc.) were the two
most common designs presented for feedback in the community (49.4% and 41.8% respectively),
with animation (videos, GIFs, etc.), physical design (clothing, 3D models, etc.) and other designs
covering the remaining 8.8%. Table 5 summarizes each DV for each of the request strategies. We
found that a majority of requests (89.0%) present design context, but rarely contain reasoning
or narratives about the design process (13.4%). While many explicitly prompted for feedback in
the request (87.7%), more than half of them only included general prompts without any specific
scaffolds for feedback.

In Table 5, we report the effect sizes of the fixed effects (strategies as DVs and length of request
as control) of our regression models. The effect sizes are the ratio change of the DV by increasing
an IV by a unit while holding other variables constant, calculated by exp(regression coefficients)
(effect size > 1 means the presence of the code leads to an increase in the DV, effect size < 1 means
a decrease in the DV. The percentage of increase/decrease is equal to the absolute difference with
1). We only regard IVs as meaningful (bolded) if they led to statistical significance and where we
see at least a 10% change in the DVs.

Table 5: Effect Size (ratio change of the DV when a strategy is presented) and significance of each strategy for
each DV, including the quantity of responses, the timeliness of responses, the length of an average response,
as well as the degree of Actionability and Justification in responses (calculated by an automated language
model). Significance codes: 0.001 ***, 0.01 **, 0.05 *, 0.1· (marginally significant)
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5.2.1 Signaling novice led to better justified feedback. Seekers that explicitly mention their beginner
status received 86% (p = 0.001) more indicators of justification in the feedback. In addition, they also
waited 41% (p = 0.091) less time for the first comment — only marginally significant but notable.
Despite the value of this strategy, seekers only disclosed a novice status in 6.1% of posts.

5.2.2 Critiquing one’s own design in request resulted in more actionable feedback. When a seeker
included a critique of their own design in the request, it yielded 14% (p = 0.025) more actionable
feedback. This strategy led to 20% (p = 0.067) shorter wait times for the first response — also
marginally significant. Despite its benefits to feedback, seekers only offered self-critique on a small
number of requests (21.8%).
While we found community members commonly include descriptive information on what the

design is about in their feedback requests, elaborating about the design itself resulted in 31% (p
= 0.007) fewer sentences devoted to justifying the feedback. Similarly, the strategy of providing
process-level reasoning behind design choices did not lead to better feedback either.

5.2.3 Showing variants yielded faster and more justified feedback. Strategies for directing feedback
provides, such as providing design variants, also provided dividends. When multiple variations
were presented for critique, the first feedback came in 41% faster (p=0.017), and the feedback
contained 65% more justifications (p = 0.002). However, it also led to feedback that was 21% shorter
in length (p = 0.04) and possibly less actionable, as indicated by marginal significance. Nevertheless,
scaffolding providers with specific instructions on feedback is rare: only 11.2% provided design
variants for choice and critique. Similarly, only 14.8% requests provided a specific pointer to some
aspect (e.g., style, color scheme etc.) that needs feedback, although this particular strategy did not
yield measurable impacts on the community’s feedback.

5.3 Study 2 Discussion
The literature on pedagogical help-seeking [22, 45] and online feedback exchange [20] suggest that
not only the feedback provider, but also the feedback seeker plays an important role in guiding the
feedback exchange process. This paper deepens this insight by exploring the strategies creators use
to seek feedback in an open critique community. Through interviews with community members
in Study 1, we heard members express uncertainty about how certain request strategies affected
community response. Study 2 developed a qualitative analysis to code for the presence or absence
of request strategies (e.g., providing a prompt) and then built a regression model to measure the
relative impact on the speed, quantity, and quality of feedback from the community. Our results
show that the language people use to request feedback within an open critique community can
significantly affect the speed and quality of responses. On the whole, requests fare better when
signaling newbie status, offering self-critique as a way to provide context around design choices,
and prompting the community with specific design variants to compare. However, these specific
strategies are only used by a small portion of the community (6.1%, 21.8%, and 11.2% respectively).
Additional details on design description and rationales, though commonly present in requests, do
not significantly or positively impact the quality of the community response.

5.3.1 Designers get better feedback when they claim to be a newbie, but most hesitate to share
their status. We found that seekers who highlighted their novice status in the request got more
justified feedback. This triangulates with insights from Study 1 where providers discussed how
they pay more attention to and invest time for novices, largely because they feel they had been
at the same position in the past. This relates to prior work that shows people are more likely
to make contributions for people that share an identity-based bond [38]. The marginally faster
responses could signal the community’s desire to help up-and-coming members. The more elaborate
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justifications for the feedback perhaps indicate an effort to provide additional scaffolding for less
experienced designers. While these effects can be seen as indicative of a healthy critique community,
we find only about 6% of requests mention the seeker’s status. We learned from Study 1 that novices
worry that signaling their newbie status will lead to a lower standard or watered-down critique.
This very low rate of novice-signaling in design feedback request messages, opposed to common
self-disclosure behaviors in communities focusing on career development [36], surfaces a potential
perception gap between different roles in a feedback community. Experienced providers feel a
connection and willingness to help novices, however, novices feel socially anxious to share their
newbie status, especially in an open forum [42].

5.3.2 Self-critiques establish context and surface meta-cognitive thinking. Study 2 found that most
creators used a strategy where they presented context around the design. Despite prior literature
that points to the importance of providing a description [20] and articulating design rationale [8],
we find that adding this information may actually preclude the community from deeply engaging
with feedback requests. Nearly 70% of requests included basic descriptive information about the
design. However, the regression analysis discovered that descriptive backgrounds did not seem to
improve the community response and actually lead to less justified feedback. A possible explanation
is that such surface-level information does not sufficiently prompt reflective thinking among the
providers, which is essential for the generation of well-reasoned feedback [26]. Similarly, requests
that discuss the underlying rationales for design choices do not lead to any positive impacts on
feedback. Perhaps factual information on the design does not spark deep thinking among providers;
instead, they need to be guided by the designers’ own opinions.

On the contrary, self-critiques seem to work better than other strategies for establishing a context
for feedback providers. This strategy of reflecting on and surfacing doubts about one’s own design
led to more actionable feedback, as well as marginally faster responses from the community. This
strategy seems to help feedback providers direct their attention towards issues that are most salient
to creators, allowing them to better understand the seeker’s motivation and challenges in their
design, thus providing more actionable suggestions. Not only do we observe a better community
response, but also this strategy may help seekers interpret community feedback by instigating
meta-cognitive thinking around the design space [59].

On the other hand, presenting self-critique in public requires humility and bravery on behalf of
the seeker and may be counter-intuitive to many feedback seekers. While nearly 70% of seekers
included a descriptive account of the design context, only 22% included self-critique as part of their
request. Many researchers have suggested that self-critique practices need to be an ongoing part of
the design process [52, 54], and that technology could be designed to guide people to critique one’s
own design [13, 44].

5.3.3 Prompting the community with design variants fuels concrete discussion. Previous work on
online groups demonstrated that prompting people with a specific question, rather than an open-
ended one, increases the likelihood of getting a response by 50% [4]. To explore this strategy
more deeply, we compared three ways of promoting feedback providers: offering a very general
high-level call for feedback, pointing to specific parts of the design for feedback, and providing
design variations to compare and contrast. The regression analysis revealed that the strategy of
letting providers choose and critique multiple design variants results in faster and better justified
feedback than other ways of promoting.
Since providing feedback is an open-ended task, providers might struggle to know where to

get started with only a general question. Design variants help to narrow the possible angles for
feedback and give providers something substantial to start with, thus helping them to come up
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with deeper and better justified feedback. This is corroborated by research that suggests people
perform better in problem-solving tasks when they have concrete scaffolds [50].
Although pointers to specific parts of the design could also help narrow down the angles for

critique, design variants may offer the providers with stronger empowerment over their critique,
thus resulting in faster and more engaged responses. Research on parallel prototyping [16] indicates
that presenting multiple versions of a design improves how designers communicate because it
signals to feedback providers that the creator is open to possibilities and because it helps to frame a
conversation around key open dimensions of the design space [14]. In this online critique context,
presenting multiple design variants also seems to lower the barrier for community participation.
This strategy led to faster responses, but also shorter and marginally less actionable feedback, which
indicates that providers may see these requests as an opportunity to quickly provide meaningful
input that does not require a significant time investment.
We also see that presenting design variants is an uncommon strategy in this community, only

present in 11% of requests. On one hand, creators may not be aware of the value of this approach,
but on the other, creating alternative designs requires additional investment of time and effort, and
it may be more difficult to generate alternatives in some domains or to document a design process
where different versions may be generated [28].

6 DESIGN IMPLICATIONS FOR FEEDBACK SYSTEMS
Across two studies, our mixed method investigation has revealed a number of insights on the
r/design_critiques community, as an illustrative case study of open online critique forums. We
see that over the course of 5+ years of feedback exchange, participation numbers have reached a
steady state, and in the same period, there has been a steady decline in responses to requests for
feedback. Coinciding with these overall trends, our interviews explored how community members
have developed strategies to help their posts stand out among a long list of other open requests. We
heard members express doubts about the efficacy of these strategies and worried about potential
counter effects. In our second study, a regression analysis helped to unpack the relationship between
strategies and feedback quality, and revealed that the specific strategies of signaling one’s newbie
status, critiquing one’s own work, and providing design variants tended to yield a better response
from the feedback community.

Our findings suggest many opportunities for designing better feedback cultures and systems for
online critique. We hope the following guidelines could be useful for developers when designing
interfaces to support feedback (e.g., [40, 41]). We also hope our design implications could be
adopted by moderators of online communities where feedback exchange happens organically,
such as helping them develop prompts and community guidelines for members to post effective
feedback-seeking messages. For example, feedback requests that attract high-quality feedback could
be curated as example posts in the community; tips on showing self-reflection and design variants
in feedback request could be embedded in the community guidelines; regular community critique
events where novices submit their work anonymously to a panel of experts could be organized to
address novices’ concerns about self-disclosure and their needs for expert input.

6.1 Online feedback systems could support how seekers compose feedback requests
Echoing Foong et al.’s framework about online feedback exchange, our results show that a key
component for providers to generate quality feedback is that seekers need to clearly communicate
their feedback needs, as well as motivate feedback providers to pay attention to their message
and invest effort in their project. However, our results from the two studies show that the current
feedback request input interface — typically a free text box — does little to assist seekers in
structuring their requests for feedback. Many end up requesting feedback through a very general
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call (as shown in 41.5% posts in our Study 2), which does not help to guide providers at all. In
general, feedback systems should take seekers’ perspectives into account and provide them with
scaffolds for framing clear feedback requests. For example, feedback systems could provide hints
and reviews — building on approaches like question framing [10], cognitive apprenticeship [9], and
help-seeking message composition [32] — that offer key principles as creative workers compose
their requests.

6.2 Online feedback systems could support how seekers reflect on their designs
Our investigation found that many of the most effective request strategies are rarely used by seekers.
As we identified, including self-critiques in feedback requests is an effective strategy that leads to
better feedback, but most seekers do not necessarily know how to carry out such reflection; future
feedback systems could build on this finding to prompt designers to "reflect-in-action" [52] when
writing feedback requests. The request interface could engage with interactive mechanisms, such
as an assistant chatbot that provides step-wise instruction on reflective practices, guiding seekers
to elaborate their design process and generate opinions on their own design work. Moreover,
since reflection about design is usually a messy process [61], the request interface could prompt
designers to sort out their thinking process and communicate their reflection effectively. Systems
could display examples for integrating reflective information into a feedback request, and provide
automatic evaluation mechanisms.

6.3 Online feedback systems could support how seekers generate and present
variations of their design

Future feedback systems could also encourage seekers to explore "what-ifs" in their design and
effectively present those alternatives in their feedback requests. Request composition interfaces
could be designed so that the seekers can easily upload, organize and add explanations for multiple
versions of the same design. Furthermore, the system could innovate on helping seekers generate
variants on media components of their designs. An example could be an AI-powered feature that
allows seekers to easily create multiple versions of a visual component (e.g., different color themes),
and select a subset of them to present for feedback. At the same time, since designers often feel
anxious to show their intermediate drafts [33], systems could innovate in lowering designers’
psychological burden of presenting the evolving process, perhaps through cultivating community
norms or enhancing anonymity of feedback requesting.

6.4 Online feedback system could initiate private feedback exchange between novices
and experts

We learned from Study 1 that novices desire feedback from experts, and experts are usually more
than willing to respond to a novice’s request. However, both studies also suggest that novices are
reluctant to publicly share their status of being a newbie, nor do they feel it to be appropriate
to directly call out to experts for help. Future system could innovate to bridge the gap between
novices and experts. Systems could empower seekers, especially those who identified as novices,
with a safer, perhaps private or semi-private, channel to share their personal details along side
their designs. Systems could go further to manage the attention of feedback providers by more
carefully managing who sees a feedback request on a design. Maybe providers only see designs
that align with their motivational profile, e.g., only novice participants who want feedback on web
design. This more personalized approach to matching feedback seekers and providers could help
lower the barrier to participation, especially for those who might be anxious about sharing design
with a large open community [42].
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7 LIMITATIONS
Our analysis only focuses on a single online critique community. We take caution to generalize our
insights too broadly but feel confident in the results, due to the internal consistency across our two
investigations and the overlap with prior work.

We dove deep into r/design_critiques because of its popularity and representativeness of many
critique forums. Although we intentionally selected this community due to the plurality of designs
genres (website, graphic design, physical prototype, animation, etc), it still has primarily focuses
on designs with visual components and surely does not cover all creative genres. Therefore, our
findings and implications may not generalize to all kinds of designs. For example, the implication
about supporting seekers with design variants may not be applicable to domains where variants
are difficult to create [35]. Future work should explore whether similar trends, request strategies,
and feedback dynamics occur in other communities.
Our interviews asked a range of new and old members of r/design_critiques to reflect on their

experience as a novice coming into the community. For these longer-term participants, their
retrospective accounts of being a novice may have faded and may not be as fresh as memories
provided by current novices.

Our regression analysis offered insights about the relationships between request strategies and
resulting feedback, but only correlational. Further experimentation, perhaps via the design and
deployment of novel feedback systems, will be needed to isolate key variables and explain causal
pathways. Furthermore, a key assumption in our quantitative analysis is that all comments contained
feedback. We made this assumption based on the community’s guidelines and initial observations
that show that the community is dedicated to constructive feedback exchange. Comments could
also contain things that are not explicitly about feedback, such as questions and social interactions.
We tried to eliminate threads irrelevant to feedback exchange by only including request posts with
URLs (the only way to link a design artifact), but we recognize that some non-feedback comments
are part of this analysis. Also, the validity of timeliness as a DV could be affected by the fact that
posts are made in different time zones. Since we do not have information on the feedback seekers’
time zones, the timing analysis should be considered preliminary. In addition, although we included
hand-coded design types as random effects in our regression analysis, we acknowledged that we
could not eliminate all possible confounds related to the characteristics of the designs; for example,
in our analysis we did not consider potential effects of the designer’s current stage of design. While
we conducted an extensive data analysis, we did not collect data about members’ status, social
ties, and prior interactions with other members [38], all known to affect community dynamics and
likely also impact feedback exchange. Finally, while our analysis explores key indicators of critique
(e.g., length, speed, actionability), we did not explicitly measure feedback quality or study how
designers integrated the feedback into their work.

8 CONCLUSION
This paper presented two studies to enrich understanding about feedback exchange in a large
online critique community, namely the subreddit r/design_critiques. In Study 1, we interviewed 12
community members to understand their strategies and misgivings, revealing uncertainties around
how much design context to include, whether seekers should self-disclose, and how best to prompt
providers. In Study 2, we manually coded for specific strategies and used a regression analysis to
explore relationships between request strategies and community responses. We find that strategies
involving signalling novice status, critiquing one’s own design, and presenting design variants
generally result in better feedback, but are also rarely adopted in the community. These insights
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offer a number of implications for improving systems and practices to support online feedback
exchange communities.
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